Gurkha – One of The
Cigars in the World

Best

Gurkha cigars
Gurkha is widely known as one of the best cigars in the world.
Many cigar lovers strongly believe Gurkha cigars are truly the
best in the world.
Similar to fine wine, the premier cigars are a result of
utilizing the best tobacco and proper aging. The tobacco aging
process can last from five to ten years, but is critical to
the excellent taste of all Gurkha cigars.
Here is a sample of some of our favorite cigars from Gurkha:
Crest L’Grand
One of the best cigars Gurkha makes. The company can only
release 250 Crest L’Grand boxes this year. A special 9 year
aged Connecticut broad leaf maduro wrapper has given this
Gurkha cigar a remarkable taste. The Crest L’Grand cigar box
is exquisite and will be a collector’s center piece and the
envy of all your friends.

– Connecticut Maduro Wrapper, Nicaraguan Binder, Nicaraguan
Filler.
Evil Corona
As Gurkha owner and founder Kaizad Hansotia has been quoted as
saying, “this cigar is pure evil”. Make no mistakes here
folks, it truly is pure evil. The Gurkha Evil Corona is one of
the top rated cigars in the annual IPCPR convention for
strength, quality, and construction. The Gurkha Evil will test
your ability to walk and talk after smoking this amazingly
strong, but complete cigar. Available in boxes of 20, the
Elvis Wrapper is a dark oily Brazilian, with a pumped up
Dominican Binder, and a Nicaraguan filler that will deliver
all that you want and more in a cigar.
– Brazilian Wrapper, Dominican Binder, Nicaraguan Filler.
Assassin Torpedo
This Assassin Torpedo cigar lives up to it’s name. It will not
take any prisoners. Gurkha’s first true full body cigar will
test your pallet and your fill. The Assassin Torpedo cigar by
Gurkha comes in five shapes Robusto, Toro, Torpedo, Churchill,
and the infamous DAGGER. This strong but flavorful Brazilian
Wrapper, accompanied by a perfect Dominican Binder, with an
exquisite Peruvian/Nicaraguan Filler lives up to its name- the
Assassin.
– Brazilian Wrapper, Dominican Binder, Peruvian / Nicaraguan
Filler.
Ancient Warrior Emperor
One of Gurkha’s most popular cigars in the market. These
Brazilian cigars are true to its name. The legendary
smoothness of the Ancient Warrior Emperor cigar, which is true
of all Gurkha Cigars, but yet it is also a medium bodied blend
for cigar aficionados.
– Brazilian Wrapper, Dominican Binder, Honduran, Dominican
Filler.
Black Dragon

The craftsmanship and characteristics of this cigar are so
harmonious in the blending. It is truly a Dragon full of
strength and graceful flavors.
– Connecticut Maduro Wrapper, Cameroon Binder, Dominican
Filler.
Grand Reserve Torpedo
The Grand Reserve is the flagship brand of Gurkha Cigars. This
magnificent Gurkha cigar is infused with the finest cognac in
the world, handmade from the finest tobaccos. The premium
Connecticut shade wrapper gives this Honduran made cigar a
rich, creamy flavor with a hint of spice and promises a
pleasantly light finish you will truly enjoy.
– Cognac Infused, Connecticut Shade Wrapper, Dominican Binder,
Dominican Filler.

Gurkha cigar – Grand Reserve

To learn more about the entire line of high quality Gurkha
cigars, please visit – http://www.gurkhacigars.com/

